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Rental Agreement 

1. I will return the aircraft at the agreed time, weather permitting. 

2. I will call Flightline Air Service, LLC (318) 448-3934 in the event of undue delay, deviation 

or unexpected circumstances. After hours, Lonnie (318) 201-4089. 

3. I agree to arrange the return of the aircraft to Pineville Municipal Airport, if forced to 

leave it elsewhere due to weather.  

4. I will use the aircraft only for lawful purposes and only as stated to Flightline Air Service, 

LLC or their representative at time of rental. 

5. I will fly in accordance with the conditions specified on my check out sheet and will 

absorb the cost of a one-time proficiency check ride by a Flightline Air Service, LLC 

approved check pilot for each type of aircraft.  

6. I further agree to the following: 

a. To inspect and make a thorough ground check as specified by the aircraft 

owner’s manual, regulations, and FAR’s.  I will not initiate a flight unless the 

aircraft is in flying condition, questions will be brought to the attention of the 

appropriate Flightline Air Service, LLC personnel or their representative. 

b. To observe all federal, state, and other applicable air safety regulations. 

c. To obtain current weather reports and forecasts immediately before initiating 

each trip and while in route as deemed necessary.   

d. To always fly within my personal limitations, training, and experience. 

e. To permit no one else to fly the aircraft. 

f. To land only at established airports except as a precautionary or emergency 

measure. 

g. All flights must be planned to include AT LEAST one hour of fuel reserve. 

7. I agree to pay for any and all loss or damage to the aircraft and Flightline Air Service, LLC 

incurred due to my negligence. 

8. I understand that Flightline Air Service, LLC provides no personal liability insurance 

to/for me. 

9. I understand that I will be charged a minimum of two flight hours per each twenty-four 

clock hour period until I return and release the aircraft to Flightline Air Service, LLC on 

week days; and I will be charged a minimum of three flight hours per each twenty-four 

clock hour period until I return and release the aircraft to Flightline Air Service, LLC on 

weekends.  Weekends will be considered Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.  

10. In the event that I need to purchase fuel away from Pineville Municipal Airport, I 

understand I will be refunded up to the current price per gallon that Flightline Air 

Service, LLC offers.  
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11. Flight Instruction “No Show” Policy is as follows: 

You must notify Flightline Air Service, LLC twenty-four hours in advance to avoid any 

charges.    All “no shows” will result in being charged one hour of instruction.  Flightline 

Air Service, LLC reserves the right to waive this fee in the event of an emergency. 

12. Effective October 1, 2013, a $5/hour fee will be added to aircraft rental, unless we have 

proof of renter's insurance with a minimum amount of $30,000 in "Aircraft Damage" 

coverage. 

 

NOTE:  Any exceptions to this agreement must be authorized in writing by Flightline Air Service, 

LLC prior to commencement of the flight. 

 

Print Name:         Date:     

Signature of Renter or Pilot:          

  

 


